Possibilities and constraints for achieving legal unity in the context of the European Union (EU) manifest themselves in multiple and illustrative ways in the development of cooperation between judges in EU Member States. For example, recent discussions on judicial independence in Hungary and Poland underline that we are still quite far removed from the realisation of a shared European normative basis for judicial functioning, that is: a shared 'judicial culture'. These discussions simultaneously emphasise the importance of such a basis for the realisation of the ideal of the 'rule of law'. As a stepping stone for future interdisciplinary legal research, this article provides a theoretical analysis of the concept of 'judicial culture' and three of its core dimensions (ethical, legal, institutional), which has not been available in legal scholarship so far. Our analysis demonstrates that by carefully establishing in which types of sources we can locate the respective dimensions, and by designing a methodology for analysing these sources, scholars can analyse judicial cultures in a more in-depth and systematic manner. In this way, specific conceptual 'lenses' become available for the collection of relevant information and empirical data, for the theoretical analysis and comparison of these results and eventually for a normative assessment of the possibility and desirability of convergence of judicial cultures. From this perspective, this analysis aims to contribute to further insight into questions on legal unity and its realisation in a context of diverging social pressures.
I. Introduction
Political measures taken against judges in Hungary and Poland in recent years have drawn criticism from European governmental and judicial bodies -such as the European Commission, the Court of Justice of the European Union (CJEU) and the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) -as well as from groups of national actors from different Member States of the European Union (EU) -such as European judicial networks. As an example, the 'rule of law crisis' in Hungary led to the dismissal of Justice András Baka, who had expressed criticism on intended judicial reforms, from his position as President of the Supreme Court (Kúria) in 2012. This dismissal was later held by the ECtHR to violate Article 6 paragraph 1 and Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights.
1 Baka also received support from his peers in the Network of Presidents of the Supreme Courts of the EU, of which he was the elected President at the time of the termination of his judicial mandate.
2 This example clearly underlines that the guarantee of judicial independence of judges in European States no longer is purely a matter of national concern. 3 At the same time, it clarifies that national interpretations of and the de facto respect for the principle of 'judicial independence' vary in connection with views and traditions on the judicial function that have developed over time in national legal orders. Therefore, it seems that we are still quite far removed from the realisation of a shared European normative basis for judicial functioning -or using another term, which will be clarified in this article: a shared 'judicial culture'. Realising such a normative basis is important, as it would serve the achievement of legal unity in conflict resolution, law enforcement and the protection of rights in the EU as well as cooperation between judges in EU Member States on the basis of "mutual confidence and trust". 4 What these developments in Poland and Hungary share, therefore, is that they direct attention to the following question: can a 'European judicial culture' between Member States of the EU be achieved? This, in turn, leads on to the question of how we might measure a 'judicial culture': what does this concept mean and how can we contextualise it with regard to judicial systems in the EU?
Before embarking on our theoretical analysis, we will first sketch the factual background of cultural aspects that emerge in relation to the evolving judicial cooperation in the EU. This preliminary investigation clarifies the importance of judicial cultures in the EU and introduces our research design for answering the above mentioned research questions (II.). The analysis in this article then addresses the meaning of the concept of 'judicial culture' as a theoretical notion (III.). Next, we analyse the contextualisation of this concept with regard to judicial systems in the EU, focusing on the three main dimensions of judicial culture that emerge from our theoretical analysis: ethical, legal and institutional (IV.). Finally, some concluding remarks are made regarding the added value of this conceptual framework for future research on judicial systems in the EU and their possible alignment (V.).
II. Why Judicial Culture Matters
The above mentioned questions tie in with the European Commission's agenda for judicial cooperation. The ambition to strive for a shared judicial culture was first articulated in April 2010 by Viviane Reding, then Vice-President of the European Commission responsible for Justice, Fundamental Rights and Citizenship. Reding underlined the necessity for further alignment between judicial systems after the entry into force of the Lisbon Treaty (2009) . 5 This Treaty has increased the EU's competences regarding judicial cooperation in civil and criminal matters (Title V of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union) and has given legal force to the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the EU (2000) . In this context, the objectives of providing effective legal remedies and human rights protection in the EU create a strong impetus for alignment of national judicial values and procedures. The current Commissioner, Věra Jourová, has adopted this agenda and focuses on the enhancement of mutual trust between the judiciaries of Member States through European judicial training and improved access to information. 6 More unity between European judicial systems is also promoted from another direction. Beside the 'topdown' developments from the European Commission, we can identify a 'bottom-up' tendency of alignment between the judicial systems of EU Member States. Aspects of these systems have converged under the effects of European legal integration and globalisation of laws and legal systems. On the one hand, EU harmonisation has occurred with regard to substantive laws and procedures and institutional aspects of judicial organisation. 7 On the other hand, judiciaries in Europe have aligned their interpretations of legal concepts and their working methods to a certain degree through the institutional dynamics of 'transnational However, judicial cooperation remains complicated because of differences between views on the judicial function and the developed practices of judging in different EU Member States. For instance, a judge in the Netherlands can be a member of a political party. 10 This judge should take a monist view on the relationship between EU law and domestic law, 11 and he or she might be reluctant to execute a judgment from another EU Member State where corruption within the judiciary is still a recognised problem.
12 By contrast, judges in some other EU Member States are not allowed to be a member of a political party. 13 They should take a dualist approach to the relationship between EU law and domestic law, 14 and they may be still struggling to bring their judicial system up to standard in terms of realisation of the principle of the rule of law. 15 Against the background of these 'top-down' and 'bottom-up' developments and connected challenges for achieving unity between judicial systems, questions arise as to how European and transnational tendencies in judicial cooperation can develop further in the 'post-Lisbon era'. From a political and societal perspective, conflicting postures of support and resistance regarding the process of European legal integration are likely to influence the balance that is struck in EU legislation and governance between the unity and diversity of laws and judicial systems. 16 Indeed, events such as the euro crisis, the refugee crisis, the 'rule of law' crises in Hungary and Poland and the Brexit vote, underline the vulnerability of the European project, which started out with the goal of achieving an "ever closer union". 17 However, transnational issues, including the sheltering of refugees and combatting terrorism, have simultaneously prompted a call for increased cooperation between States in Europe. 18 Judges are likely to be influenced by these political and societal developments in their shaping of domestic laws 19 and possibly also in their alignment of practices towards a shared transnational standard for the sound and fair administration of justice.
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In this context, institutions of government (that is: legislatures, executive authorities and judiciaries) have a central role in guaranteeing the proper functioning of societies on the basis of the 'rule of law' principle, defined here as the prevention of the arbitrary use of power. 21 The national judiciaries, as a part of this institutional framework, have a dual role. On the one hand, they are the institutions in the rule-of-law framework that embody the principle of access to justice and the protection of fundamental rights in the national legal order. On the other hand, they are the 'linchpins' between their domestic legal order and international and supranational legal orders, in particular in their role as ' decentralised' EU courts. 22 Besides this continued relevance of institutions, the 'bottom-up' tendency of convergence of laws and judicial systems is likely to continue even in the absence of specific stimuli from a supranational EU legal order. An example of this is seen in the use of legal comparisons in national legislative and judicial decision-making in Western legal systems. 23 This practice is prompted inter alia by the motive of achieving consistency and soundness in the interpretation of legal concepts, which derive from the shared liberal-democratic background of these 9 Anne-Marie Slaughter, 'A Typology of Transjudicial Communication ' (1994) Western systems. 24 Legal comparisons have also been taken up by courts in new EU Member States with the aim of strengthening the quality of judicial decision-making in their legal systems. 25 The interest for courts to engage in this 'transnational communication' remains pertinent in a globalised legal context characterised by increased exchanges between actors (for example individuals, businesses and governments) and increased systemic interconnections between legal orders.
Against this background of top-down and bottom-up developments of alignment between judicial systems, the question arises: to what extent can the judicial systems in the EU Member States converge further and to what extent is this convergence desirable with an eye to the promotion of legal unity, on one hand, and the respect for diversity between Member States, on the other hand? As a first step in our descriptive and normative research on this question -which combines (comparative) legal doctrinal, legal-theoretical and legal-philosophical and socio-legal research methods -this article explores the main concept connected with this research: the concept of 'judicial culture'. Our approach consists of a legal-theoretical analysis of relevant literature regarding this concept, the related concept of 'legal culture' and literature on three core dimensions of judicial culture in the European context: ethical, legal and institutional. 26 Furthermore, we elaborate a methodology for the more systematic and in-depth analysis of judicial cultures, which can be used as a 'toolkit' in research on judicial cultures, also beyond the EU context. As we are dealing with a large and as yet under-theorised topic, our analysis is of an exploratory nature and raises further questions rather than bringing immediate answers. To provide readers of this article with a clear overview, the disciplinary angles that come together in the methodological design for our research are summarised in Table 1 .
III. The Concept of 'Judicial Culture'
When now taking up our theoretical investigation, an analysis of relevant scholarship clarifies that the concept of 'judicial culture' refers to different elements relating to the judicial function, including values, rules and practices; and it relates to the more often used concept of 'legal culture'. Judicial culture is expressed in the 'mental software' 27 of a specific category of people in a society: the judges. We will see that different types of 'mental software' (that is: different cultures) among judges can be identified. Nonetheless, one common feature unites judicial cultures in the EU from a normative perspective: the principle of the 'rule of law'.
A. 'Judicial Culture' and Its Relation to 'Legal Culture'
The term 'judicial culture' has been defined by John Bell as concerning the "features that shape the way in which the work of a judge is performed and valued within particular legal systems". 28 In this definition, judicial culture encompasses both a set of ideas and a praxis, particular to the legal community, the institutions of government and the wider community. 29 This concept addresses judicial functioning as a whole, i.e. both the primary process of judging and the judicial organisation. Ideas regarding judicial culture are expressed 24 in the moral and social values of a specific community and in the legal rules concerning judicial organisation and the judgment of cases. The praxis that is a part of judicial culture concerns the approaches to judging that have developed over time in a specific legal system. This includes approaches to legal interpretationthat is: the content of the judicial activity -and the handling of court procedures -that is: the context in which judicial decisions are made. This conceptualisation of 'judicial culture' connects with a concept that is probably more familiar to readers of this article: that of 'legal culture'. The concept of 'legal culture' is the classic tool used within legal scholarship to describe patterns of legally oriented social behaviour and attitudes. It enables demonstrating the significant effects of social pressures on legal change. 30 However, the concept is not without criticism. It has been argued that the term is too vague and impressionistic as a concept to be useful in finding explanations of the patterns and processes of change in specific legal contexts. 31 In particular, the concept of 'legal culture' can be divided into many different elements -such as attitudes, knowledge, expectations and values -which are not so easy to reassemble. 32 Furthermore, no straightforward answer exists to the question on how to operationalise 'legal culture' in an analysis of specific elements, their interrelations and the connection with other types of cultures (for example religious, political or economic culture).
33 Despite this criticism, specific conceptualisations of 'legal culture' can be helpful for "finding a common language to understanding and evaluating differences in patterns of legally oriented behaviour".
34 Based on such a common language, elements of coherence and change can be analysed. 35 In this regard, conceptualisations that focus on attitudes and values can be criticised for being static and for presupposing the existence of unchangeable cultures.
36 By contrast, a conceptualisation of legal culture as something that is learned -a view elaborated by Dutch sociologist Geert Hofstede -seems particularly useful for the analysis of developments in legal cultures. 37 The concept of 'judicial culture ' has not yet been used with the same frequency in the academic literature as 'legal culture' and, most likely as a consequence, has not yet been conceptualised in an in-depth manner.
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Further attention to this concept is essential, however, for enabling sound and thorough studies on the alignment of judicial systems in Europe. Moreover, this conceptualisation could contribute to the theoretical understanding of the broader concept of 'legal culture'. How, then, can we understand the concept of 'judicial culture'?
B. The Development of Judicial Cultures
As an epistemological tool, 'judicial culture' connects with Patrick Glenn's definition of 'legal tradition', which he has described as the received information from the past that governs current laws and legal practices.
39 'Culture', for the purpose of studying influences on judicial systems and professionals in these systems, can be connected with the 'mental software' learnt by those belonging to a specific community. 40 This term 'mental software' was coined by Geert Hofstede and defines culture as "the collective programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from another".
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This conceptualisation acknowledges the susceptibility of culture to change, related to the development of the meaning attached by the individual to facts and behaviour. 42 With regard to judging, the development of the views and approaches to judging of judges in national highest courts provides a helpful example for 30 understanding what a 'judicial culture' is and how it can develop. To start with, highest court judges can be classified as belonging to different groups with each group having its own 'mental software'. Indeed, in the contemporary legal context, where international, European and comparative legal sources are increasingly relevant, some judges -who could be called 'globalist' judges -have opened up to the possibility of finding persuasive arguments for the judgment of cases in non-binding foreign legal sources. By contrast, otherswho could be called 'localist' judges -have shown themselves reluctant to walk this path. 43 Factors which influence the adherence to one or the other of these groups include a judge's personal interest in comparative legal studies as well as personal encounters with foreign legal systems through legal education, working experiences abroad or the judge's personal life. 44 In this sense, the development of the views and practices of 'new' members of a community, such as law students with an ambition to enter the judicial profession, is influenced by the existing 'mental software(s)' to which they are exposed. The appropriation of a specific culture could, therefore, be said to consist of a process of individual learning. At the same time, the culture that is learnt is a 'moving target' in the sense that it will keep evolving based on the meaning that all members of the group attach to facts and behaviour in the context in which they interact with each other.
In addition to this possibility of different judicial views and approaches in different groups of judges, the geographical aspect of culture also requires a further clarification. Culture in Hofstede's definition does not necessarily correspond with national territory. One country can encompass more than one legal culture and specific legal cultures might be a part of more than one national legal system. 45 With regard to judging, this is illustrated by the geographical distribution of the common law and civil law traditions. The common law model, in which the judge has a leading role in the development of the law through precedents, has spread throughout the English-speaking world. Meanwhile continental-European countries as well as countries in Latin America and Asia have adopted the civil law perspective in which the judge is conceptually constrained to the task of applying the laws enacted by the legislative authorities. 46 At the same time, these two traditions can co-exist within one legal system. One such example is Canada, where the common law tradition is dominant, but the civil law tradition underlies specific areas of law in the province of Québec. 47 Besides these possibilities of cross-national and co-existing legal cultures, differences can develop due to local interpretations, as demonstrated by the connection of a legal tradition with a specific national legal system. For example, the style of judicial reasoning in the French legal system is still apodictic in nature, whereas judges in the French-inspired Dutch legal system have developed a more elaborate way of reasoning. 48 The relevance of nationality in this context can be explained by the connection of the judicial style of reasoning with the role of the judiciary as a national institution with a developed homogenous approach to judging cases within its jurisdiction.
Based on our conceptual analysis, it appears that the views and approaches to the judicial function among judges are open to differentiation. In this regard, individuals do not belong to one culture only, but to a variety of cultures simultaneously.
49 Judges -as well as other legal professionals and policy-makers -can sometimes connect with cultural elements related to their national legal system, for example the national conception of 'good faith' in contract law or of the 'rule of law' principle. They can at other times connect with cross-border cultural elements such as principles of lex mercatoria or the conception of a 'fair trial' under the European Convention on Human Rights. 50 Indeed, cross-border legal-cultural elements have become prominent in recent years due to the effects of globalisation, meaning the increased interconnections between legal systems and actors in these systems. Gunther Teubner has argued that national laws have been downgraded to "mere regional parts of [a global] network which are in close communication with each other". 51 Anne-Marie Slaughter has attached a more positive connotation to the changing role of courts, which according to her have become involved in a 43 Mak (n 9). 44 ibid. Regarding the importance of experience abroad for the development of individual views, see also Morag Goodwin, 'The Importance of Elsewhere' (inaugural lecture Tilburg University, 29 April 2016). 45 Smits (n 36) criticises conceptualisations of legal culture, which connect primarily with nation-States. 46 Glenn (n 39) also describes how the differences between these legal traditions have become less pronounced in the course of their development over time. 47 See <www.justice.gc.ca> accessed 25 January 2018. 48 'global community of courts'. 52 Regardless of the classification one gives to this development of globalisation, it is clear that legal actors, including judges, cannot anymore delimit their focus to one legal culture only.
Fundamentally, this analysis demonstrates that the development of a shared judicial culture across national borders could be a natural next step in the evolution of 'mental software' of judges in EU Member States. The alignment of national judicial cultures would consist of the development of a critical mass among legal professionals in favour of an approach of consistent reference to shared cross-border legal-cultural elements rather than only national legal-cultural elements (in as far as divergence exists between these elements). As a framework for the creation of this critical mass, we will consider the normative foundation of judicial cultures in the European context, which can be found in the principle of the 'rule of law'.
C. Normative Foundation of Judicial Cultures
Which restrictions, if any, apply to the development of judicial cultures in Europe? Possible directions which this development can take are: convergence, continuation of the status quo or divergence of judicial cultures. From a normative legal perspective, choices connecting with each of these directions are constrained at a fundamental level by the principles of State organisation, which underpin a specific legal system. For legal systems based on liberal-democratic principles, the core principle in this regard is the principle of the 'rule of law'. This can be seen also in the EU legal order.
53 On a conceptual level, the principle of the 'rule of law' can be understood as a 'master ideal' for the practice of law, in the sense that law is oriented towards the realisation of this ideal. 54 In the value-based conceptions developed by Selznick and by Krygier, to which the current analysis will refer, the ideal of the 'rule of law' concerns the reduction of the arbitrary use of power. Legal instruments, including rules, should impose constraints on the use of power by those holding that power in order to prevent arbitrariness in legislation and administration. 55 With regard to the assessment of legal instruments from this perspective, a complicating factor is that the rule of law is closely connected to other values, such as justice and equality. In theory as well as in practice, it might not always be easy to clearly distinguish dividing lines between these values. 56 Therefore, we adopt the point of view that 'it is not enough to check whether a threshold of guarantees against arbitrariness is passed, but that the potential for further realisation of the rule of law as also contributing to values with which it has affinity, such as democracy and human rights, is investigated as well '. 57 It is possible to identify several specific requirements connected with the ideal of the rule of law. 58 Firstly, the prevention of arbitrariness should be achieved by reasoned decision-making, meaning decisions made on the basis of sound arguments. Secondly, rules should meet the requirement of predictability. Thirdly, decisions in individual administrative or judicial cases should be fair, taking into account the context in which the case has occurred. Finally, those exercising power should be accountable to those affected by this power. In this regard, there should be a possibility to express arguments or complaints. These basic requirements connect with specific forms of State organisation. These include democratic representation and arrangements for citizen participation in policy making and the separation of powers between the branches of government, including the independence of the judiciary. 59 The development of judicial cultures in a multi-level legal order, such as the EU legal order, can take place within the normative framework set by the principle of the rule of law. In this regard, liberal-democratic constitutional norms provide a foundation for judicial cultures and set conditions for change. When applying this theoretical framework to the EU legal context, a first observation is that a constitutional normative framework for the judicial function is still under construction at the EU level. Indeed, constitutional consensus currently does not exist regarding the main requirements for judicial functioning under the rule of law. At present, such consensus between EU Member States holds challenges related to differences in main areas relating to the judicial role and functioning, these being: 1) the judiciary's position in the political balance of powers; 61 2) the conception of the judicial role in law development and law enforcement; 62 and 3) societal values regarding justice and rights protection. 63 Moreover, the European Commission's ambitions reach further than the realisation of a basic consensus, as do specific 'bottom up' processes of transnational borrowing developed by national courts in the EU Member States. The achievement of a 'true' European judicial culture, as envisaged by these actors, 64 demands striving for alignment of values, rules and practices for judicial functioning beyond the minimum level of compliance with the rule of law.
In sum, the analysis in this section clarified how the term 'judicial culture' can be defined as well as the main characteristics of the normative context of the EU, in which judicial cultures can develop. In the next section, we further unpack some of the core dimensions of judicial cultures in Europe, on the basis of which a shared 'European' judicial culture might emerge. We will also present methodologies for analysing each of these dimensions.
IV. Dimensions of Judicial Cultures in Europe
Based on the definition presented in the previous section, three dimensions regarding the content of judicial cultures can be identified: 1) an ethical dimension, encompassing professional values and standards for judicial performance; 2) a legal dimension, encompassing judicial role perceptions regarding the interpretation of legal rules and concepts in the judgment of cases; and 3) an institutional dimension, encompassing the organisational framework for judiciaries, including developed practices and interaction between judges. These dimensions correspond with the moral, legal and social contexts in which judicial systems operate. We will describe the main ideas and elements of judicial practice relating to these dimensions. An analysis of the sources in which each dimension can be located will provide a stepping stone for the operationalisation of these dimensions in further research on judicial cultures.
A. The Ethical Dimension of Judicial Culture
The ethical dimension of judicial culture focuses on the normative points of reference for 'good' judicial conduct. 65 What do individual judges, the judiciary as an institution and the wider society consider to be the characteristics and competences connected with the judicial function in a legal system governed by the rule of law principle? How should judges solve professional dilemmas related to their functioning inside and outside of the courts? Developing a point of view and specific practices regarding these professional ethical questions is an essential element of judicial culture. This is the case at the level of national legal systems, where guidelines for professional conduct can assist judges in gearing their ethical choices to the demands of a pluralist and dynamic society. Such guidelines can also clarify to the general public what the judiciary stands for and can be used as a frame of reference in disciplinary procedures against judges. 66 When reflecting on the development of a European judicial culture, we will need to consider to what extent a common point of view and shared practices regarding professional ethics can develop for the even more pluralist and dynamic EU context. The core concept for analysing this ethical dimension of judicial culture is the concept of 'professional values and standards'. In the next sections, we outline the meaning of this concept and clarify how an analysis through the 'lens' of professional values and standards can contribute to our understanding of the development of judicial cultures in Europe.
The Concept of 'Professional Values and Standards'
Professional values, firstly, present a view of what correct judicial conduct is and, in this way, provide the normative underpinning for professional-ethical choices of judges in a specific legal order. 67 In legal orders based on the 'rule of law' principle, these values usually encompass the broad categories of independence, impartiality, professionalism and integrity, and they concern conduct of judges in the performance of their judicial tasks as well as outside of the courtroom. 68 The practical elaboration of values takes the form of guidelines regarding quality and accountability, and of disciplinary regimes. In general, these guidelines are morally but not legally binding, which may have consequences for their enforcement.
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Professional standards for judicial performance, secondly, are minimum norms for the good judgment of court cases. 70 These standards are connected with the idea of 'judgecraft', which encompasses the minutiae of procedural arrangements in courts. 71 Professional standards concern the required knowledge and experience for ensuring adequate judicial performance as well as the way in which to give time and attention to the handling of cases and the communication of judgments. The content of these standards can range from court etiquette to break times or the processing of requests for adjournment of hearings.
72 Professional standards are a concretisation of more fundamental norms (for example concerning judicial independence) contained in legislation, judicial codes of conduct and procedural regulations. 73 In general, professional standards are not legally binding.
Understanding Judicial Culture(s) Through Professional Values and Standards
How can we operationalise the concept of 'professional values and standards' in an analysis of the development of judicial cultures? First, we need to establish in which types of sources the professional values and standards for judges in specific national legal orders and at the European level can be located. Second, a methodology needs to be designed that enables analysis of the views and experiences of stakeholders -in particular individual judges, court managers and policy-makers -regarding the implementation and further development of these professional values and standards in a comparative perspective.
Locating Professional Values and Standards
Professional values have developed in different sources and at a different pace when compared with professional standards for judges in Europe. Therefore, we will address both categories separately.
Professional values and related guidelines for judges, firstly, can be located in codes of conduct developed at the national, European or international level. Judicial codes of conduct are official documents developed within the judiciary or by judicial governing bodies. For the analysis of the development of judicial culture(s) in Europe, the focus can be on codes of conduct developed in national legal systems and at the European level. However, it should be kept in mind that some of these codes have been inspired by more 'global' sources. In particular, the Bangalore Principles of Judicial Conduct (2002) 81 Each of these actors bases its activities on specific professional values for judicial systems and judges, which generally reflect a specific conceptualisation of the principle of the 'rule of law' as well as more economically oriented 'managerial' principles.
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In Europe, published national and European professional ethical codes for judges reveal a set of shared key values regarding independence, impartiality, professionalism and integrity. 83 However, the guidelines developed on the basis of these values are diverse. For example, membership of a political party is allowed in some EU Member States but not in others.
84 Furthermore, differences between national conventions are persistent. In particular, judges in ' old' Member States, who are critical towards centralised judicial management, approach the value of individual autonomy within the judicial organisation differently than those in 'new' Member States, who are still adjusting to a greater degree of self-governance. 85 It is unclear to what extent more unity can be achieved between these national values. It also remains to be seen to what extent this is desirable, which could be the case for example if shared professional values were proven to enhance judicial cooperation between EU Member States based on mutual trust. 86 Professional standards, secondly, were formulated only recently by national judiciaries in Europe. The Netherlands and the UK are at the forefront in developing these sources. 87 Due to the non-codified nature of these standards in many EU Member States, it is difficult to gain a complete overview that can be used as a starting-point for harmonisation or an exchange of 'best practices'.
It is important to realise that the legislative and executive branches of government in a specific legal system are responsible for providing an institutional setting for judicial conduct in accordance with professional values and standards. 88 Therefore, a study of these values and standards should also take account of the characteristics of the institutional framework in which judges make their professional ethical choices. In particular, the rule of law principle requires that institutional independence of the judiciary in relation to the other branches of government is guaranteed, as well as the individual autonomy of judges in the judicial organisation.
89 A comparative analysis of professional values and standards for judges in the EU, therefore, needs to address the concretisation of the rule of law principle in institutional and organisational arrangements for national judiciaries.
Finally, judicial ethics are influenced by changes in the underlying values for judging and judicial organisation. In this regard, the increased emphasis since the 1980s on values of New Public Management -such as effectiveness, efficiency and a ' client-oriented' approach -has affected the elaboration of classic values connected with the rule of law, in particular the values of judicial independence and impartiality. 90 At the level of national judicial systems, the balancing of these two sets of values in many States has led to the introduction of more centralised court management and increased pressure on courts and judges to handle cases in a swift and economic manner. 91 For individual judges, this normative development entails the need to develop a stronger ' organisational awareness' and a yardstick for deciding on their professional autonomy within the judicial organisation. 
Analysing Views and Practices
In order to analyse the development of views and practices regarding judicial ethics in the EU legal context, it is necessary to combine the research of relevant published sources, such as codes of conduct and published professional standards, with a qualitative empirical analysis regarding views and experiences in judicial practice. After all, a gap can exist between the 'law in the books' -here: codified professional values and standards -and the 'law in action' -here: the conduct of judges when faced with professional-ethical dilemmas. Such a gap might occur, in particular, because of the vague wording or non-binding nature of judicial codes of conduct and professional standards. 93 The effect of these values and standards in practice then depends on the willingness of judges to comply, or in other words: on their ethical mind-set.
This interdisciplinary methodology entails, firstly, that relevant sources containing professional values and standards are studied. These sources concern the codes of conduct and similar guidelines and the codified professional standards for judges in specific legal systems. Secondly, surveys and interviews can clarify how such values and standards are perceived and implemented by judges, court managers and policy-makers (for example in Ministries of Justice). Similarities and differences between national judicial cultures and the possibilities and constraints regarding alignment can thus be analysed in terms of both the normative content of professional values and standards and their function and effects.
If investigated by a single researcher, a delimitation of the comparative research to three or four legal systems seems in order with an eye to the feasibility of this research. 94 Within the EU context, the first relevant factor in the selection of Member States for the analysis concerns the distinction between ' old' Member States, where liberal-democratic values for judging and judicial organisation generally are more strongly embedded, and 'new' Member States, which have made a transition from communism. The level of development of judicial ethics is thought to correspond with the familiarity and experience of judges and other relevant actors with rule-of-law based institutions and practices. 95 Secondly, the selection of States for a comparison should pay attention to the distinction between common law and civil law systems. This is important because of the different view on the role of judges in both traditions. Whereas the judge in the common law tradition generally acts as a referee between parties in an adversary trial, a judge in the civil law tradition generally acts in a more inquisitorial manner. 96 Still, shifts in this logic can be identified in national legal orders belonging to each of these traditions. 97 This difference might affect views, and connected practices, on what 'good' judging and 'good' professional conduct demands. Finally, factors such as language, population size and the prestige of specific legal systems might influence the extent to which judicial codes of conduct and standards in one Member State take inspiration from other Member States or from legal systems outside of the EU. 98 For this reason, the selection of Member States for the analysis should contain States that are more likely to be 'followers' as well as Member States that are more likely to be ' early adopters' in the development of professional values and standards for judges.
In sum, the concept of 'professional values and standards' provides a conceptual lens for analysing the content of professional-ethical norms for judges in a specific legal order. It enables analysis of the connection of these norms with each other and with the larger context of ethical norms in the society, and the comparison of views and experiences in different national legal systems. Based on such an analysis, it will be possible to establish to what extent alignment of judicial cultures across national legal borders is taking place or has taken place with regard to this ethical dimension, and whether further convergence between national views and practices is possible and desirable.
B. The Legal Dimension of Judicial Culture
The legal dimension of judicial culture focuses on legal rules and concepts regarding the judicial role. What do individual judges, the judiciary as an institution and the wider society believe that it takes, in terms of legal ideas, to be a judge? This question is usually represented in the form of concrete questions, such as: Are judges mandated to carry out some form of judicial review of laws passed by a normal parliamentary majority? Are they creating law or do they give 'merely' an interpretation of the legislation? Of course, answers to these questions may vary widely and may not accord with the actual role of a judge. If we are interested in the development of a possible European judicial culture, we need to understand how these how-to-do-what ideal-typical legal concepts in judicial cultures are deployed, and, ultimately, sensitive to change. Importantly, what judges, the judiciary and other voices in society think is the role of a judge, or ought to be the role of a judge, are not merely descriptive answers; they are prescriptive as well. They function in the present and influence the reception of 'formal' changes to legal rules and concepts regarding the judicial role. 99 For example, the constitutional empowerment in 2008 100 of the Conseil constitutionnel [the French ' constitutional court'] to review the constitutionality of laws after their enactment was seen as "revolutionary" 101 because, among other things, the Conseil could now clearly interfere with the legislative function. This was a break with the Gaullists' judicial role perception, which defined the role of the Conseil constitutionnel as guaranteeing the dominance of the executive over a weak parliament. 102 The following sections introduce the concept of judicial role perceptions, defined as a model embodying idealtypical legal ideas that shape the role of the judge, to offer legal scholars a vocabulary for analysing this dimension of judicial cultures.
The Concept of 'Judicial Role Perceptions'
The application of 'judicial role perceptions' to the study of judicial culture is neither new nor untried. Since the 1970s, scholars, influenced by the work of sociologists, social psychologists and anthropologists, have applied the role concept to the judicial branch. This perspective draws from the idea that "the concept of role by its very definition is an attempt to link the functioning of institutions with their respective cultures. It denotes the expectations of a society as to how a particular incumbent ought to behave or his perceptions of these expectations". 103 In the legal context, the concept finds its use especially in contributions to the analysis of judges' role perceptions, i.e. how judges "felt obliged to make law 'whenever the opportunity occurs". 104 However, judicial role perceptions stand not only for the self-perception of individual judges or the judiciary as an institution, but also for other voices in society. 105 In a constantly changing world, judicial role perceptions emerge and disappear within specific contexts and are cast by, among others, the judiciary, popular media, politics and academics. The research agenda proposed here limits the study of judicial role perceptions to a collection of legal ideas that, at a given time and place, shape perceptions of the judicial role.
As already indicated, judges do not operate necessarily at the level of these ideal-typical collections of ideas, but the analysis of judicial role perceptions shows how judges in the past and present found themselves torn between different, incompatible legal ideas and wove their way between them. At the same time, this also means that newly invented (and popular) judicial role perceptions carry the power to change judicial culture(s) in distinctive ways and, at the same time, change the position and role of courts and individual judges. From this perspective, Diana Kapiszewski has pointed out that judicial decision-making "can be a direct outcome of judicial 'role perception' as it relates to their general position in society". 106 Judicial role perceptions thus serve as cultural templates to which judges are invited to conform. These new judicial role perceptions can change opinions about judicial review, but also such things as the view that judicial law making is possible and legitimate. 107 In the European context, for example, judicial role perceptions shape ideas regarding the existence or non-existence of 'decentralised Community courts', i.e. national courts as agents of the Union within the Member States. 108 Furthermore, it has been argued that judicial role perceptions are one of the primary variables influencing the judicial defence of human rights. 109 Even within a single legal system, there need not be complete normative consensus regarding judicial role perceptions. For example, in the case of the premature termination of András Baka's mandate as president of the Hungarian Supreme Court, two competing judicial role perceptions are visible. On the one hand, in the amendment that changed the rule for nominating Constitutional Court judges which gave Hungary's ruling Fidesz party the ability to select its own 'judges', we recognise the role perception of constitutional courts as loyal and subordinate to legislatures and executive authorities. On the other hand, in András Baka critical remarks on the new laws on the judiciary, a strong belief in the independence of the judiciary is visible. 110 Indeed, judicial role perceptions draw on available -and sometimes competing -ideas within a particular judicial culture. Moreover, these ideas can change over time. Within the French judicial culture, for example, the eighteenth century legacy that glorified the legislator and distrusted the judge never totally faded away and still shapes French judicial role perceptions. 111 The presented notion should not be misunderstood: the approach of the concept of judicial role perceptions implies nothing about the preferences of the researcher. Rather it is a neutral device to illuminate changing, questioned or even partly abandoned judicial ideas. A judicial role perceptions research agenda, thus, puts forward a type of analysis that differs from traditional legal scholarship by stating that there is a level of abstraction at which legal dimensions of several judicial cultures can be formally compared. This is at the level of the underlying legal ideas used. At this level, we can decontextualise ideas from the concrete problems for which they were used and 'recontextualise' them within the field of judicial role perceptions. In doing so, it is possible to show that legal ideas themselves can be different, but the underlying judicial role perceptions in which these rules are expressed are not. If we do not make use of such a prism, we will only find differences and no commonalities.
As an example, a focus on judicial role perceptions can enable demonstrating that judicial cultures may involve the transmission of judicial role perceptions from one court to another. 112 The French Conseil constitutionnel, for instance, followed in 2004, 113 in a different context and in a less explicit way, the idea employed by the French Conseil d'État (the supreme administrative court) that the review of secondary EU law is possible.
Locating Judicial Role Perceptions
Those employing the vocabulary of judicial role perceptions, however, need to pay careful attention to questions of demarcation. The concept of 'judicial role perception' is one of the 'mega concepts', in Clifford Geertz's terms, where focus and actuality are needed to make it possible to write about it. 115 In particular, as exemplified by the discussion on the concept of legal culture, what matters is how such a term might be useful as a framework for analysis.
Firstly, in order to be able to engage in analysing judicial role perceptions, it is necessary to solve some methodological problems. What sources would one need in order to study ideal-typical legal ideas that shape the role of the judge within a judicial culture? What would one need to look for in such sources? And at what point in time would one start to research judicial role perceptions?
The sister concept of 'judicial ideology' is a useful starting-point for answering these questions. In the 1970s Jerzy Wroblewski coined this concept to refer to a field of study concerned with the collection of values that define the general direction and the attitude of courts to the law in force. These values refer to modes of decision-making rather than to the more general normative and professional underpinning for judicial conduct. Wroblewski suggested that we can distinguish three 'ideal types' of judicial ideology: 1) the ideology of bound judicial decision-making in the history of legal thought (for example the school of Begriffsjurisprudenz and the école exégètique); 2) the ideology of free judicial decision-making (inter alia libre recherche scientifique and the Freirechtsbewegung); and 3) the ideology of legal and rational judicial decision-making. 116 Leading the field away from this narrow object of research, Zdenek Kühn has implicitly championed the concept's potential to reveal more than modes of decision-making. 117 According to his perspective, judicial ideology determines and prescribes the proper method for the judicial interpretation of law as well as the ideal role that a judge should have in society. This last theme connects clearly with the concept of judicial role perceptions as a model embodying ideal-typical legal ideas that shape the role of the judge.
The few published contributions using 'judicial ideologies' deal mainly with the concept as an ideal model in discerning the impact of judges in decision-making. The question of how to 'mine' judicial ideologies has rarely been considered. Nonetheless, the subject gives rise to a complex methodological debate.
Raimo Siltala, for example, argued that judicial ideologies tend to be the product of three categories: 1) legislation (including inter alia travaux préparatoires, administrative decrees and international legal conventions); 2) judicial decisions; and 3) the societal conception of law and justice as given effect in 'the established usages of customary law'. 118 Kühn, by contrast, detached the study of judicial ideologies from formal judicial sources, opening the way to approaches and methods that were inspired by different disciplines and separate fields. He pointed out that judicial ideology can be found not only where we would expect it -in the official written output of judges and legislators -but also where we would perhaps not expect it: in academic teachings, political rhetoric, judicial self-perceptions, writings of the legal community and the prevailing opinions of society as a whole.
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Following these lines of inquiry, the approach advanced in this article is to bridge both perspectives by focussing on three concrete categories of sources in which the construction and transformation of judicial role perceptions have taken place. These categories of sources are: 1) case law; 2) legislation; and 3) academic scholarship.
These categories of sources are not abstract intellectual entities, but concern the voices of certain groups of people within a judicial culture expressing particular judicial role perceptions. The ground-breaking works of legal historian Raoul van Caenegem have demonstrated how various European countries have seen the control of the law pass through various hands, those of the judiciary, the legislature, or the law schools. This is not to say that there were periods or countries where one of these types of sources controlled judicial role perceptions exclusively; there has always been some case law, some legislation and some writing about the role of the judge.
The corpus of knowledge that legal scholars have created and cultivated is part of judicial culture. Judicial role perceptions are sometimes literally mentioned in the works produced by legal scholars, while at other times they remain implicit and should be extracted from the texts. To make this idea more concrete, references to case law and practices of foreign or international courts sometimes function as a tool for explaining, promoting or defending a particular judicial role. In the European context, for example, references to the ECJ's Simmenthal 121 case can function as a way to defend the idea that ordinary courts have the ability to set aside conflicting national law inconsistent with EU law without waiting for a declaration of unconstitutionality by constitutional courts.
While these ideas are created in 'the world of the mind', they manifest themselves in the form of, among other publications, journal articles and monographs, and are just as open as other objects to empirical research and the development of hypotheses. 122 Questions of referencing and copying might seem circumstantial, yet, these practices of legal research are of utmost importance, as these expressions of judicial role perceptions inform many essential aspects of the broader judicial culture, above all the future generations of students.
An important cue to meet this new horizon of legal inquiry can be found in Ran Hirschl's Comparative Matters, which can be seen as a plea for a ' qualitative comparative historical social science' in the study of comparative law, "which comparative lawyers, trapped in their ' academic introversion', have failed to pursue". 123 This ' qualitative historical social science' aims to analyse legal institutions through a combined use of comparative, socio-legal and historical research methods to permit a dialogue between theoretical expectations and detailed evidence of an intensity and diachronic scope that is rare in existing legal scholarship.
As is now routinely accepted, socio-historical analyses can be especially useful for understanding how legal elements came into being or evolved accidentally or rationally. Furthermore, this type of research approach makes it possible to analyse 'path dependence': the manner in which established legal approaches determine how new situations will be handled in the future. 124 For example, regarding the crisis of constitutional democracy in post-Communist Europe, socio-historical analysis pointed out that rule-of-law institutions were all too often created in the 1990s 'from above', without the support of various political groups and civil society associations, and ignoring the 'socialist baggage' of important stakeholders. 125 In short, research on judicial role perceptions has the potential of opening up new perspectives. It can trace and compare judicial cultures through time and across (legal) borders. 126 A longue durée perspective can add much-needed nuance to theoretical generalisations and show in concrete detail how, why and under what circumstances judicial role perceptions are deployed, changed or rejected.
Judicial Ideological Moments
In order to analyse judicial role perceptions in the broader framework of judicial cultures it is necessary to select areas where such perceptions crystallise and are more visible than usual. Expanding the notion of 'ideological moments', the analysis in this paragraph argues that judicial role perceptions can be analysed productively in the context of 'judicial ideological moments'.
What, then, are 'ideological moments'? Ideological moments capture the intellectual world of a time and place. These moments are shaped by the dominant questions that engage a generation and include the language of the debate, the competing solutions and actors.
context: the New Deal). Within this conceptual framework, 'judicial ideological moments' are best classified as ' constitutional moments sui generis'. Instead of focussing on constitutional change, a 'judicial ideological moments' research agenda concentrates on key judicial decisions. These decisions affect judicial cultures. They offer an opportunity to debate, reconstruct and redefine existing legal ideas in a manner that changes the role perceptions of judges. The already mentioned Simmenthal case, for example, not only gave ordinary national courts the mandate to set aside conflicting national law inconsistent with EU law, but also placed constitutional courts at the margins of the everyday application of EU law. As a consequence, this decision caused a debate over the judicial role of constitutional courts in the EU. 129 In short: judicial ideological moments sometimes trigger debates, possible reform, and, ultimately, foster shifts in authority and relations between courts. They are able to reshape judicial role perceptions within courts, politics, scholarship and the media. In this way, they rework the very nature of judicial cultures.
C. The Institutional Dimension of Judicial Culture
The institutional dimension of judicial culture looks specifically at the judiciary as a collective and examines "the way in which the structures of and … organization of judges as well as legal processes, affect the judiciary as a social institution". 130 In the European context, certain questions arise from an institutional perspective about how a 'European judicial culture' is formulated, implemented and encouraged. If we consider what a 'European judicial culture' might look like, a harmonised European judicial culture would arguably require some type of convergence of the mind-set of judges on a transnational level. As outlined by Bell, each judge works within an 'interpretive reality' of common norms and practices and thus the "approach of the judge is as an institutional legal actor, whose role and authority is defined not just by rules, but by an overall institutional culture". 131 As Zetterholm points out: "The social group creates, through the interaction of its members and their communication and acculturation processes, the coherence necessary for individual mental and cognitive development and day-to-day cooperation". 132 Though there are many intertwining aspects that affect judges as institutional actors, one important, often overlooked aspect in scholarship is judicial trust or trust between judges. Yet, trust has been recognised in discourse as crucial for the success of judicial cooperation and harmonisation. This leaves a gap between generalised importance of trust in scholarship as regards individual or group relations and the vague and often assumed notion of trust as applied to the judiciary in certain contexts.
The European Commission points to understanding and mutual trust as crucial for mutual recognition, necessary to furthering cooperation between judges and other institutional actors in the European legal area. In the 2011 plan 'Building trust in EU-wide justice: a new dimension to European judicial training', the Commission emphasises: "A good understanding of the different national legal systems is necessary to ensure recognition of judicial decisions, cooperation between judicial authorities and swift execution of decisions. This is also central to building mutual confidence and trust". 133 Still, it is unclear whether such trust is formed and how. As stated by former Vice-President Viviane Reding, "Trust is not made by decree. It grows with knowledge". 134 The points where this 'knowledge' might be learned or shared by judges in Europe are, therefore, worthy of closer inspection.
In addition, the Commission's current plan to train half of all legal practitioners by 2020 has been subject to criticism. At the outset, Herman van Harten questioned what legal basis the Commission has for such a judicial training strategy and if the "end (a true European judicial culture -whatever that may be) justifies the means". 135 Moreover, the Commission is vague about the concept of 'trust', and equally 'mutual trust', choosing to "refrain from defining it and instead focus on its apparent manifestations". 136 Nonetheless, there
From a broader, European-level perspective, looking at judicial trust is interesting in at least two areas: 1) trust between individual judges who interact with one another in a transnational environment -a professional trust between two judges; and 2) trust between judges as developed through interaction in a formal institutional mechanism. The first is a 'social' trust that comes from (repeated) formal or informal interaction. The second comes, among others, from interaction within the institutional system of the Court, i.e. through some engagement with its case law or procedures.
Understanding Judicial Culture(s) Through Points of Judicial Interaction
The operationalisation of the concept of judicial trust in an analysis of European judicial culture, similar to the other dimensions of this research, first requires location of potential sources of trust formation among judges in the EU and then a research design that facilitates investigation of the concept through legal analysis as well as the personal and professional insights of judges themselves.
When looking at the development of a European judicial culture through the lens of 'judicial trust', the question arises: where can we examine trust-building efforts? Where do judges interact or engage in dialogue that could build trust? In line with the view that cooperation can lead to trust, 143 as opposed to trust primarily preceding cooperation, an analysis of trust might start with potential points of judicial interaction. For a broad overview of how trust-building affects the harmonisation of European judicial culture, we can look to three prominent sources of (and mechanisms for) promoting transnational dialogue between judges, information-sharing and creating greater understanding of EU law: judicial networks, judicial training programmes and the case law of the CJEU. While analysis of judicial trust has been carried out in the national context or in relation to EU Courts, 144 there is thus far lack of an overview that maps the formation or presence of judicial trust through several far-reaching informal structures where judges directly interact.
Locating Judicial Trust
Research pertaining to a broad overview of trust among judges still necessitates several choices be made in regard to analysing all three parts.
First, judicial networks increase personal contact between judges and formal connections between legal systems, and, in theory, may contribute significantly over time to the harmonisation of European judicial cultures. They may be seen as both a cause and consequence of trust among judges. An analysis of different types of interaction between judges from different Member States and European Courts is, therefore, interesting to examine in terms of the institutional autonomy of the judiciary and the individual autonomy of judges, both of which are important for judicial independence. Such a study could also highlight the nature and outputs of both top-down and bottom-up initiatives of judicial networking in Europe. For example, the Consultative Council of European Judges (a consultative body) was created by the Committee of Ministers of the Council of Europe, 145 whereas the Network of the Presidents of the Supreme Judicial Courts of the EU 146 was created at the initiative of judges themselves. Such differences in formation may impact structural organisation, membership and the institutional reach or impact of judicial networks, as well as the motivation of the participating judges. A selection of judicial networks can be analysed as illustrative of both types of initiatives as well as differences in context, scope and formal (institutional) power.
The two remaining areas of study -judicial training and the case law of the CJEU -also lend themselves to both top-down and bottom-up approaches. As part of the 'Building trust in EU-wide justice' plan, training is to be provided "through the use of all available resources at local, national and European level, in line with the objectives of the Stockholm Programme". 147 From a top-down perspective, the Commission funds judicial training through the European Judicial Training Network (EJTN). The Network is "the principle platform and promoter for the training and exchange of knowledge of the European judiciary". 148 However, the Commission also relies on "existing structures at national, regional and local level" to reach the judicial training goals set out in the Commission's plan. This reliance gives way to bottom-up initiatives from Member States and national organisations.
Similarly, analysis of the case law of the CJEU can reveal trust in terms of the legitimacy of the Court among national judges created through consistency in judgments or the trust judges have in approaching the Court as a means of pushing particular issues at the national level. In particular, trust appears significant in solidifying mutual trust in Member States in the execution of European Arrest Warrants (EAW) in the EU, whereby judicial cooperation is underpinned by mutual trust in the other's national system and judicial authority.
The EAW relies on 'mutual trust' between States as a part of mutual recognition between one Member State and another regarding the surrender of individuals within the boundaries of the EU. It is based on mutual recognition of criminal decisions and a "simplified system of surrender between judicial authorities". 149 However, the case law of the CJEU has shown that the system based on mutual recognition (and the mutual trust therein) is not as simple as it may seem. Indeed, the more than 20 judgments of the CJEU from 2007 onward show otherwise. Among others, Member States have referred questions about the EAW to the Court on the basis of fundamental rights, discrimination and prison conditions. 150 It is, therefore, interesting to examine the trust aspect of 'mutual trust', that is, the 'subjective belief' that is trust, or social trust, which is arguably a crucial element for mutual trust. Thus, this research will examine 'mutual trust' from the conceptual basis that mutual trust, in the absence of social 'trust', is merely obeying the rules and, therefore, not a form of trust at all.
Analysing Views and Practices
Similar to the ethical dimension, the study of trust between judges as a part of a potentially converging judicial culture will also rely on socio-legal analysis and empirical research methods. The use of empirical research methods in legal research is increasingly used in legal scholarship and is a valuable tool in detecting influences on judicial decision-making that can go unnoticed in a strictly legal analysis. 151 In the case of the institutional dimension, semi-structured interviews of judges working on the European level can give insight into the inner workings of judicial networks, judicial training programmes and the CJEU. It can reveal the presence (or absence) of trust as perceived by the judges therein. Furthermore, for the study of judicial networks, participant observation allows for insights to be drawn by the researcher on the functioning of judicial networks in this regard.
In addition, the formation and existence of trust between individuals and groups is a social phenomenon and thus it is useful to use social scientific theory to approach the study of trust within the legal sphere. In particular, EU socialisation theories are useful to apply in regard to the relationship between 'trust' and harmonisation of cultures or ideas. These theories examine whether or not participation within European institutions leads to a convergence of the identities and views of those participating. Socialisation entails "the process of initiating individuals into the norms, rules and beliefs of a given community", 152 and the underlying assumption is that prolonged engagement with the institution leads to the internalisation of its values, whether "unconsciously or instrumentally". 153 Socialisation can depend on various institutional factors and the socializing potential of an institution is generally expected to increase and the members' views to align more if there is a high frequency, duration and intensity of interaction between its members.
In addition, it is important to recognise that not all judges in the EU are equally interested in or engaged in work at the EU level. It is those judges who do engage or participate in interaction at the European level who are interesting from the perspective of shared concerns and values or common mind-sets. Judges might be thought of in this way as an 'epistemic community', or a "transnational network of knowledge-based experts who help decision-makers to define the problems they face, identify various policy solutions and assess the policy outcomes". 155 By classifying judges within such groups as an 'epistemic community', differences in functional titles (i.e. Council, Network and so on) can be surpassed and there is room to focus on specific communities of judges within Europe and the output and impact of their work. Applying the concept of trust to judges in an epistemic community might help to explain how transnational cooperation among this group of actors on the European level might contribute to their own 'Europeanisation' through shared professionalism, shared culture or professional learning.
A combined socio-legal analysis of these three aspects or different 'points of interaction' (judicial networks, training and engagement with and through the CJEU) offers the potential to assess broadly the notion of trust between judges in the EU on the transnational level. It may also illuminate the nature and outputs of both top-down and bottom-up initiatives pertaining to harmonisation in relation to these communities and activities, if indeed a true 'European judicial culture' is to be formed.
V. Conclusion
In conclusion, we return to the question posed at the very beginning of this article: can a 'European judicial culture' between Member States of the EU be achieved? Research along the lines proposed in this article has the potential to provide an answer to this question by focusing on core dimensions relating to the concept of 'judicial culture' and using a mixed-method approach for analysing objects and developments in these dimensions. Furthermore, this outlined conceptual framework and research approach provides a helpful vocabulary for analysing judicial culture(s) more generally, also beyond the EU context.
In addition to the established literature on the concept of legal culture, the primary goal of this analysis has been to explore a systematic approach to the concept of 'judicial culture' and its operationalisation in interdisciplinary legal research on judicial systems. Based on Bell's definition, this article identified three core dimensions regarding the content of judicial cultures: 1) an ethical dimension, encompassing professional values and standards for judicial performance; 2) a legal dimension, encompassing judicial role perceptions on the interpretation of legal rules and concepts; and 3) an institutional dimension, encompassing the building of trust between judges.
The analysis in this article has demonstrated that by carefully establishing in which types of sources we can locate the respective dimensions, and by designing a methodology for analysing these sources, scholars can analyse judicial cultures in a more in-depth and systematic manner. In this way, specific conceptual 'lenses' become available for the collection of relevant information and empirical data, for the theoretical analysis and comparison of these results and eventually for a normative assessment of the possibility and desirability of convergence of judicial cultures. The three presented lenses of 'professional values and standards for judges', 'judicial role perceptions' and 'judicial trust' provide promising starting points for analysing both firmly established and developing judicial cultures in Europe. This analysis could contribute to further insight into questions on legal unity and its realisation in a context of diverging social pressures. Amidst these pressures, judges or judicial networks cooperating on a transnational level can give voice to the role of the judge or maintaining the rule of law, and make unified statements as regards related issues such as, for example, the independence of the judiciary in Hungary and Poland. 156 In the current EU context, we believe this research is timely in response to the crises described at the outset of this article as well as necessary at a more fundamental level of balancing aspects of legal unity and (legal-)cultural diversity.
